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I'REFACE 

This report presents a cow~lete accotmt of the design and con-

struction of an experimental soil-cement stabilization project using 

the existing roadway material, new material and Portland cement to 

produce a low cost, light traffic surface., 

The report includes the important factual data relevant to the 

pr~ject,such as description, purpose and scope of the project, cost, 

preliminary laboratory studies, construction procedure, condition 

sm-vey data and conclusions, 

The soil-cement stabilization project is 5,02 miles in length, 

located on M-92, north of Stockbridge to M-56 and designated as state 

project M .55-50, Cl, 

The project was constructed tmder regular contract and construe-

tion procedure using the Michigan State Highway Department 1 s 1940 

plEns s11d sr.-ecifications with necessm-y supplementals. The contract 

was_a.warded to Ray Sablain, Lansing, Michigan. The construction of' 

the project was m1der the supervision of the Construction and Research 

Divisions of the Highway Department. 
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PROJECT STATISTICS 

Construction project - M 55-50, Cl 

Location- M-92, Stockbridge north toM-56, 

Length - 5.02 miles 

Bids opened - Juhe 18, 1941 

Contract awarded - July 15, 1941 

Contractor - Ray Sablain, Lansing, Michigan 

Start work - July 25, 1941 

Completed - November 1, 1941 

Start cement stabilization - September 24, 1941 

Completed cement stabilization - October 21, 1941 

Length - 164.25 station 

Width - 22 feet 

Total Cost - $56,485,85 

]J[AT>:RHLS 

Cement - 5652.5 bbls. at $2.00 = $ 7,505,00 

Manipuhtion- 164.23 sta. at $75.00 12,317.~5 

Water - 195,8/1000 gal. at $4.EO 872.10 

T t 1 t f d f "20 '94 '"' o a. cos o processe sur ace 'ii' ,q, ovv 

Cost per square yard sc~face - 51 cents 
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INTRODUCTION 

Road stabilization is the process of giving natural soils enough 

abrasive resistance and shear strength to accomodate traffic or loads 

under prevalent weather conditions, without detrimental deformation, 

The methods employed include the use of admixt1u·es, compaction and 

densification by specific technical theory and laboratory control. 
' 

Optimum water content is fundamental with gradation, Admixtures may 

be soil materials, deliquescent chemicals, solutions of eletrolytes, 

soluble cementitious chemicals, primes and neutralizers, and insoluble 

binders. 

Many types of sta.bilized roads are being developed and it is 

important to the Michigan State Highway Department to know which are 

the best suited for Michigan conditions. This project would be the 

first of its type to be constructed in Michigan in which old surface 

material is l\Sed to a certe.in extent. 

The purpose of this experimental project is, to determine the 

feasibili-Ly of constructing a soil-cement stabilized road base with 

existing surfacing materials, or with suitable local materia.ls a.nd to 

develop specifications for the use of the Michigan State Highway De-

partment in cons'.;ructing such t-.Jpes of roads. 

This type of road construction is familiar to the Michigan State 

Highway Department in thB.t one project 1.3 miles in length was con-

structed with virgin soil. It we.s mnong the first projects constructed 

- 4-
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of tlus type and served to assist in the development of . constrlJ.ction 

methods. Sinch then, 111 projects consisting of 227.2 miles have been 

constructed in the United States and many new.developments have been 
• 

introduced, It is proposed to use the best of these methods in the con-

struction of this project, 

The project was awarded to Ray Sablain, of Lansing, Jl!iclugan, July 

15, 1941, with instructions to start work ~n ten days, Because of the 

customary contractorial delays incidental to the starting of any new 

project and because of the heavy grading operations specified by the 

design division, the contractor did not start actual processing of the 

road surface until Sep·~ember 24th. The final processing was completed 

October 21st, after an unusually large number of days lost because of 

1.mfavorable weather conditions, The actual processing required only 

fifteen working days. 

The soil material encountered during construction was quite cmi-. 

form since approx;imately two-thirds of the grading material came from a 

single borrow pit. The remaining portion of the grade consisted of the 

nat~U'ally-occurring soil which differed from the borrow material chiefly 

by the presence of slightly more fine material, 

As is customary, in the ~constructien of this type of roadway, con-

siderable laboratory work was done preliminary to actual construction. 

This work which was done by the Research Division of the ll!iclugan 

State Highway Department consisted of a s.tudy of the physical properties 

of the soil materials encotmtered, and a study of the dm·abili ty pro-

perties of specimens molded from· these materials with appropriate amo1.mts 

- 5 
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of cement. From the results of the laboratory work a cement content 

of 8% by volume was chosen as being economical and yet high enough to 

provide sufficient durability and strength. 

The contractor was'required to maintain the percentage of water 

in the mixture within 1/10 of the optimum percentage of moisture, The 

approximate density of the compacted mirlm·e was specified from 120 to 

155 pounds per cubic foot, 

The total cost of the Pl'Oject was $56,435,85, The total cost of 

processing the soil-cement stabilized surface was $20,49'1.:05. The 

cost per square yard of road sm·face is 51¢ based on a width of 22 

feet and 164.23 stations in length. 

Notwithstanding unfavorable weather, the construction was quite 

satisfactory. The soil material was "Lmiformly and readily mi:;;:ed vrith 

the cement in the road by means of e. combination of a plow, cultivator 

and rotary tiller. The removal of some of the larger rock present in 

the bor:,•ow wou.1c1 have reduced the damage to the mixing equipment and 

a better appearing final surface would have been obtained, Finally, 

the processed material was readily compacted into what appeared -to be a 

stable, dense roadway capable of withstanding considerable traffic wear 

even without a protective seal-coat. 

The report consists of three parts; the first presen-ts the labora-

tory investigation prior to cons·truction of the project. The second 

gives the construction procedc1re and factual data pertaining to daily 

operations. The third conte.ins the results of several condition sur-

veys of the project after one winter season. 

- 6-



PART I 

LABOPillTORY I~nTESTIGATION 

The laboratory investigatton pert~ins 

to all preliminary studies prior to construe-

tion of the stabilized surface, such as the 

soil survey and sampling of existent materi-. 

als, the physical tests on soil samples, and 

the control tests on soil-cement samples to 

determine proper cement content. 

-: 7 -
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LABORATORY INVESTTGATTON 

The laboratory investigation necessary to the construction of arry 

type of soil stabilization project consists, essentially, of four 

parts: 

1. The visual reconnaissance of roadway by soil 
engineers to identify the general soil types, 
the condition of the present sc~face and com
position of underly-ing soil imd to make recom
mendations. 

2. The sampling of the project to obtain repre
sentative materials for labora_to:r'y analysis. 

3, Testing in the labora_tory for physical con
stants of the soil. 

4. Special control tests for determining the correct 
proportion of binder to use with each 'Soil type. 

Soil Sn1·vex 

The soil-cement stabilized project at Stockbridge, as originally 

planned, consisted of stabilizing the existent road surface making use 

of as much of the present road material as possible. This ple.n was 

changed by the Design Division who raised the elevation of the grade' 

line to such an extent that practically two-thl:r;,ds of the road surface 

consisted of borrow material. Tll.is change in plans limited the scope 

of the soil sc~ey to sampling of the borrow pit material and the ba.l-

ance of the nahll'ally-occurring soil which was very similar to the borrow 

material, Sui'fic.ient soil samples were obtained to carry on the required 

number of control tests. 

- 8-
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Soil Characteristics 

In the laboratory, investigations were carried on to determine the 

physical characteristics of four samples of soil material present in the 

graded roadbed. Sample 1 was a natural blend of the A, B, and C hori-

zons of Fox Sandy r~oam as taken from the borrow pit after the. removal of 

the top'six inches of the A horizon. Samples 2, 4 and 6 were soil samples 

taken from the naturally-occurring material in the roadbed at stations 

246, 254 and 207, respectively. Since the resultw obtained from tests 

on all four of· these soil samples were very similar, the results of tests 

on Sample 1, which comprised the major part of the roadway, will be dis-

cussed most fully with discussion of the other samples inserted when 

they differ widely, 

Table I surmTiarized the physical properties of the four soil ma-~eri-

als. Soil No. 1 falls within the textural classification of s. sandy 

soil and within U'OlS..,PeB.u.Ai) soil group, A=3o~~ It has physicB;l 'test con-

ste.n-ts typical of s~md soils, The liqu:Ld limit is low, -the shrinkage 

limit is relatively low, and since the material does not become plastic 

at any water content it ha.s no pla.sticity index. As would be expected, 

the organic content is also very low in view of the fact that the top 

six inches of "A" horizon was removed from the borrow pit. Plate I 

shows the similarity between the gradation curves of the four soils, 

Soils 2, 4 and 6 differ from No. 1 mainly by having a slightly higher 

silt and clay content. Also, these three soils f>.ave orge.nic matter 

contents about. four t.imes that. of No. 1. The higher content of fine 

material in t.he neutral soil would be expected since the road>my would 

9 
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TABLE I 

RESULTS OF TESTS ON SOIL MATERIAL 
' 

I Gradation-Per Cent of Total Physical Test r 
I Gravel Sand Silt Clay Constantw Specific Material Retained ' ' 

Retained~ No. 4 2.0 0~25 0.05 0.005 
Plasti~ S1:llr.irl!:-

Gravity Color 
Soil on No. 4 to ~ to to to to Organic Text- Material on No<t 4 of ' 

No. . Sieve l~o. 10 0.:25 0.05 0.005 o.ooo Liquid city i age j Contsnt ural Passing Moist 
(2.0 mm) mm mm mm mm Limit Index 1 Limit pH • p.p.m. Class .No" 4 Sp. Gravity Absorption Soil 

1* ll.S n.o 1,4.0 27.2 3e9 2.1 20 0 20 8.0 4,000 Sand 2.70 .2.66 1.61 Yellow 

SOIL MORTAR O:!JI,Y 57 35 5 3 l -

2'!< 18.6 6.1 36.8 24.4 8.9 5.2 ll 0 18 7 • .!,. 16,000 Sand 2.70 .2.68 1.22 Brown 

SOIL MORTAR ONLY 48 33 12 7 1 

' 

4* ll.5 14.5 35.5 245 n.8 5.2 11 0 24 7.7 15,700 S!lndy 2.68 2.66 1.07 Dark 
Loam Brown 

SOIL MORTAR ONLY 48 29 16 7 I 
6* 16.3 8.4 4lo4 22.9 6.o 5 I 15.5 0 2.3 7.7 17,300 Sa-rtd 2.69 .2.59 1.02 Brown 

' 
SOIL MORTAR ONLY 55 30 s 7 

" . 

* U,S.P.R.!. Soil Group (Soil Mortar) A-3. 
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naturally contain a higher percentage. of the "A" and "B" horizons, 

rich in organic matter and fine material, wherever surface grading 

was done. The speclfic gTavity of material passing the No, 4 screen 

and that retained were quite unlform for all fotu· samples tested, 

Although the absorption of the plus No. 4 material was quite low for 

all four samples the material from the borrow pit had a higher absorp

tion tha.n any of the soils used in place" 

Soll-Cement Control Tests 

After the soil SUl"Vey and soil studies, it i;:: possible to select 

soil Sa.iuples for use in making soil-cement tests and· fo:r det-ermining 

the job control factors. The soil~cement tests consist of the deter-· 

mination of the moisture-density relations of the roadway soil and the 

roadway sOil mixed vrlth varim.1s percentages of Portland cement,. TP..is 

ls followed by a determination of the durEbility of the soil-cement 

mixtures compacted l'c"i; optimum molsture to maximum density by subjecting 

them to repeated. wetting end drying tests and repeated freezing and· 

t!o .. awing tests. 

Moisture-Density Relationships: In order to determine the moisture 

content at which a soil material or a soil-cement mixtu..-re could be com

pacted to its maximum density moisture-density curves were plotted from 

data obtained in the lc"'.boratory using the Proctor compaction method@ 

Table II glves the results obtained from this test on the minus No. 4 

211a·Gerial from each of the four samples.. It is interesting to not.e that 

the soil samples 2 and 4 '-vJh.ich contain a considerably higher percentage 

- 12 -



Sample 
Number 

1 

,., 
r. 

6 

! 
I 
I 
I 
I 

L 

TABLE II 

MOIST1JRE~DENSITY RELATIONSHIPS 
OF !l!IINUS NO. 4 !UTERIAL 

0. 
6.3 

10.0 

0 
7.1 

11.1 
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of fines than No. 1 have higher ms.ximum density values and slightly 

lower values of optimu.m moisttn-e, ·while sample No$ S vih1ch h..as meclittm. 

content of fines hc_s ma.ximum clgnsity values in betvveen No9 1 anCl Uos$ 2 

and 4* 

Compression Ts._stE?J. Knowing the opti..mum moisture required for max1.=> 

mu.m density, compression tes-t specimens we::ce molded ·rrom the minus No~ 4 

n1aterial in the Proctor mold for breaking at two, seven and twenty~eigbt. 

days, The compressive strengths of the various specimens are tabulated 

in Table III. Each of the foUJ:' samples meet the requirements of the 

field control factors for both the 6 and 10 percent. cement content, 

This requ.irem.ent is that the compression strengths sh3.ll increase with 

age and 1rlth increase in cement content in the ranges of cement. content 

producing results meeting other requirementse 

Durab:j.lity_'['esJs: The most important tests used to determine the 

correct cement content for a given type of soil were the :wet-d:rJ and 

freeze=t.baw tests. For each soil sample to be investigated folU" wet-dry 

tests and fom- freeze-thaw teE:t specimens were molded at a;ppropr:Late 

moist·ure and cement content o Th_rr~e specimens in each set were brUshed 

and weighed for soil losses; the other specimen was used as a control to 

check volu_ro.e and moir:r[Jtu·e changes tD..roughout the t~Nelve cycles e These 

specimens were molded from .a con:bination of the plus and minus No .. 4 

material in the proportions occurx·ing uatt:trally $ Tables IV -and V show 

the f'inal results of these durc.bility teGtse Plates ·II to tr inclusiv.B 

shol:Y graphically the progressive losses by cycles, and Plates VI snd VII 

shovr the finEJ.l condition of the specirrrens after 12 cycles~ The 'require-

ments for satisfacto:r-y c11.J.:r·e.1Ji1ity are ths.t the losses dttriilg twelve cycles 



TABLE III 

COl!lPR"ESSION TESTS ON MINUS NO. 4c~KI\TERD\L 

Cement Comor~~ssivt Strengt!1s - lbs~?3r SC!.lllo 

Sample Content Age:_ wh8n testec1 ·~ davs 
Number %by volume -

2 7 28 
~ =r= ~- -· - . 

1 

! 
6 I 

108 218 504 
lO 245 492 875 

2 

! 
6 190 278 ' 405 

~ 
10 546 706 I 1072 

--

I 4 6 147 276 587 
10 587 682 100'--1 -

~f I 6 6 241 501 442 
10 279 570 750 

J --- ---~~- -
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TJ\BLE IV 

WET-DRY SOIL LOSSES IN 'rWELVE CYCTJES 

Sample Cement Content Moist1u,e Content Dry Density Tota.l Soil 
Humber % by volume % by o.n. ~{t$ lbs .. pr:n,. CUafts Loss % 

5e0 8.1 ' 126.0 20.5 
1 8.,2 9.1 125.5 11,5 

. I 10.5 8.7 124.3 2.4 

-- --
5.3 6"'2 136,1 585 

2 7e5 6.7 136.7 21!12 
9.6 6.3 138.0 0.7 --:l- ---"=~- - ·_ 

5.,7 7.4 132.9 4G5 
8.0 8.2 131.3 1.4 

10.0 7e5 152.2 0.7 

I ,::t_: __ l 8.3 132.0 13.4 
6 9.1 131.8 3.6 

9~1 151.8 1.1 

-

- 16-



TABLE V 

FREEZE-TIL~W SOIL LOSSES IN TWELVE CYCLES 

-
Sample Cement Content Moisttrre Content Pry Dens:i;ty Total Soil 
~T-cunber % by volturie % by O.D. ~Vt, ' lbs~~er cu~'ft~ Loss % 

-
6a5 8.7 124,5 16.1 

1 8.2 8,3 124.4 6.3 
10,5 9,1 126,1 5.1 

I -
5¢13 6<ll4 157 .o 9.6 

2<11 7.5 6.6 156.:3 4.3 I 
9415 7e2 157.1 0,9 

I 5.7 7Q5 152.7 10.6 
4 8,0 7.7 133.1 5,..1 

! 10.0 80;2 131,3 1.1 

5.6 8$2 152.2 11.5 

I 
6 7.9 9,1 151,3 4.1 

10.1 s.s 133,2 1.6 
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of either the wet-dry test or freeze-thaw test shall not exceed 14 

percent for soils with U.S.J?,R.A. classification A-5, It is evident that 

a cement content of 6 percent did not meet these requirements for soil 

No. 1 and soil No. 5 was dangerously close to the allowable maximut!l, 

However, a cement content of 8 percent did meet the requireme11:t.s for 

all four soil samples. It seemed inadvisable to specify a cement; con-

tent below 8 percent since soil No. 1 shovmd a total loss of 11,5 percent 
' 

during the freeze-thaw test even at this content. 

Cement Conte11t 

Taldng :tnto consideration that soil No. 1 comprised the major por-

tion of thG roa.dway anCJ. tbat the other soils occm-red for the most part 

in short strips interspersed wlth No. l a cement content of 8 percent by 

volu:me was specified for the full length of the project. 

That the selected cement content met the other two reqn:trements ra-

commanded for durability and serv-iceability is shmm by the data in 

Table VI, In no· case did the mP.Jdmum volume change during the tests to 

exceed tvro percent and in no case did the moisture content exceed thG 

quantity required for satm·ation, when based on the voids present in the 

specimen as molded. 

Having established a cement content which on the basis of the lab-

oratory test data would assure satisfactory hardness, durability and 

se:t~dceabil:Lty of a roB"dway built from the materials investigated, it 

became possible to formulate specifications f'or field control~ As soon 

as these specification;; were se-t up it was possible to begin construction, 

- 24-



Sample 
Number 

1 

2 

4 

6 

TABLE VI 

DATA FROM DURABILITY CONTROL 
SPECH1ENS CONTJlilHNG 8% CEMENT 

Maximum Volwne cr..ange 
% of molded Yoltuue 

Test Type Plus Minus 

Wet-Dry 1.5 o.o 
Freeze-Thaw 2,0 o.o 

-

Wet-Dry 1.1 o.o 
Freeze-Thaw 1 • .5 o.o 

~ 

Wet-Dry 1.1 o.o 
Freeze-Thaw 1,5 0.4 

-
Wet-Dry 1..1 0.3 

Freeze-Thaw 1.3 1.1 

-

-25-

Maxi.mum Moisture 
Percentage Abo"ITe 

or Below Satncation 

-3.9 

~ -5.5 

-1.7 
-1.8 

-2.·1 
-1.1) 

-1.6 
-0.3 

--
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PART II 

CONSTRUCTION OF PROJECT 

, Part II explains all of the 

various operations incidental 

to the construction of this 

soil-cement stabilization pro-

j ec't • 

- 26-
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CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE 

The construction procedure which is used in building a cement sta-

biliz.ed road consists of the following operations; preparation of the 

fine grade and preliminary pulverization, spotting and emptying the re-

guired number of cement bags, spreading the cement uniformly, uniformly 

mixing the cement and soil to the specified depth, adding the amount of 

water necessary to bring the mh:ture to its optimum moisture content, 

uniformly mL'=ing the water vrith the soil-cement, compecting the soil-

cement-water mixture to maximum density, shaping the compacted ro<,dway, 

finishing the s1.1rface and curing. These operations as they were applied 

to the Stockbridge project are discussed in the above order. 

Prelinrl.nary Pulverization 

With the sandy soil which was stabilized on this project preliminary 

pulverization was n.ot necessar-,r, Jl..fter fine grading operations had been 

comlJleted the grader operator loosened the top five inches of the soil 

with the scarifying teeth of the patrol grader. It is doubted whether 

. this operation was necessary although it may have saved some time in the 

dr-,r mizing. At one point where some .surface grading had been done and 

the sand borrow not used, a clay pocket about 5d feet long and 10 feet, 

wide was encountered, It was not possible to discover whether the grader 

operator Jo.ad failed to scarify this spot or not since it was covered by 

about three inches of sandy m2.terial. This clay was in a saturated con-

dition due to the rainy weather and could not be satisfactorily pulver-

ized during mixing operations. Consequently, it was necessary to l'emove 
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tllis material with a scraper •. Possibly preliminary scarification and 

pulverization on the preceding day would have remedied this situation 

but because of the heavy nature of the clay this seems improbable. 

Cement Spotting 

To obtain a cement concentration of 8 percent by volume in a road-

way 22 feet wide to a depth of 6 inches requ:i.red 88 bags of cement per 

station. These were spotted in rows of four, 4.55 feet apart along the 

roadway, The two outside sacks were 2.5 feet from the edge of the 

treatment and 5.7 feet from the two inside sacks. Plate VIII (a) shows 

how the bags were tmloaded and spotted from the trucks. After spotting, 

the bags were opened and spreao. in windrows across the roadway. 

Cement Sp:r:eading 

Uniform spreading of the cement was completed by dragging the length 

of the treatment with a spike tooth drag. For this procedure the teeth 

on the drag were ;3et almost flat and it was found that two complete 

passes of the drag produced a layer of cement of uniform thickness. 

Table VII lists the construction operations with the average time consmned 

by each. Although this table indicates that cement could be spread over 

a 1500 foot length in the same time that it could be spread for 1000 feet, 

it should be remembered that this does not. take into accom1t the improve-

ment in organization by the contractor. As the men become more familiar 

with their jobs, it was no longer necessary to limit construction to 1000 

feet. The time consumed dlu:ing cement spread was also increased if the 

cement was spread from stockpiles alongside the road instead of directl-,1 
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TABLE VII 

AVERAGE TIME CONSTJ!JIED IN CONSTRUCTION \)PERATIONS 

Construction 1000 ft. Section 1500 ft. Section 
Operation Time - Hours Time - Hours 

Cement spread 2 2 

Dry Mixing 2-1/2 3 

Addition of Water 1-l/2 1-3/4 ' 

Wet Mixing 1-5/4 2 

Compaction 1-5/4 ' l-5/4 

Shaping 2 2 

Final Rolling l-3/4 2 

TOTAL TDJE 13-l/4 14-1/2 
. 
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from the cement truc:,ks. The average time for this operation would very 

likely be lowered if weather permitted unloading directly from trucks 

to a road surface instead of requiring occasional stockpiling, Several 

days of construction were lost because rain the previous day or night 

had saturated the soil to the extent that it would have been impossible 

to uniformly mi:{ the dry cement with it. 

Table VIII gives the stations processed, with the dates and amotmt 
' 

of cement used for each. An equivalent of 165.17 stations, which were 

processed, would require only 5,589-5/4 barrels of cement which in com-

parison with the 5,677-5/4 barrels used, indicates a11 over1~ of 88 

barrels. However, no account was taken for the extra cement required in 

the intersection at the south end which amounted to over 2200 square 

feet of surface. The remainder of the extra cement was constuned by 

"sweetening" at the joints and cutting back which was sometimes necessary, 

particularly at the start of construc-tion. Notwithstanding, an overrun 

of approximately .2.4 percent is not out of line for tl1is type of con-

struction, 

Dry Mizing Operation§. 

As soon as cement spreading ~as completed dry mixing operations were 

beg1.m. Three pieces of equipment were necessary to satisfactorily mix 

the soil and cement; a field cultivator, a rota~J tiller and a three gang 

plow, The operation of these three pieces of equipment is illustrated 

in Plate VIII (b), (c) and (d). The cultivator was set to sce.rify the 

soil to a depth of about 5-1/2 inches and was useful in cutting the cement 
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TABLE VIII 

RECORD OF CONSTP.UCTION .AND CEMENT USED 

-Date of 
Construction Stations Processed Cement Used 

9-24-11 99+00 - 94+00 120 bb1s. 
9-29-41 94+00 - 99+18 120 II 

10-1-31 99+18 - 108+88 215 II 

10-2-41 108+88 - 118+82 220 II 

10-4-41 118+82 - 129+08 226 II 

10-n-41 129+08 - 144+00 540 I! 

10-8-41 144·!-00 - 160+89 371-1/4 It 

10-9-41 160+89 - 165+39 100 II 

10-10-41 165+59 - 179+04 500 II 

10-11-41 179+04 - 195+47 -- 340 n 

I?JI (II 
fjl>l {Iii} 

10-15-41 195+47 - 208+55 525 11 

10-16-41 208+55 - 225+25 340 II 

10-17-41 223+25 - 233+46 225 II 

Pa .tch (11 feet wide) 
10-20-41 (218f55 - 219+64 13-1/2 II 

(Approach to 246+50 - (517 ft.) 70 II 

10-21-41 253-1-46 - ;:;49+44 352 " 

TOTAL 163,17 Stations 5677-5/4 " 

I 
l 
{ 
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into the soil. Because of the distance between teeth such an imple-

ment could not adequately mix soil and cement, hovrever, when followed 

by a rotary tiller operated by power takeoff, a thorough job of mixing 

could be done in this soil. At the start of the project considerable 

delay was caused by lack of sufficient power to operate the tiller 

(55 h.p.). However, when a power takeoff was obtained for the 55 h.p. 

tractor, good mixing was obtained at a more uniform and more rapid rate 

of speed, Because of the very stony nature of this soil it was necess-

ar;r to reinforce .the baclc board of the tiller and to check regularly 

for broken teeth~ If some of the larger stones had been removed at the 

borrow pit, damage to the tiller would have been reduced considerably, 

Since the mixing unit of the tiller used on this job was only 5 feet 

wide, it was necessary to make five passes to cover the full 22 feet of 

roadway, however, one pass over a given spot was sufficient to mix the 

top five inches. 

After the tiller had completely covered the full width of treatment 

once, being run simultaneously with the cultivator, the three gang plow 

was used. This implement is specified for accurate control of depth of 

treatment and served to turn up any cUlillixed soil dov;n to the six inch 

level. With the good type of grading of the soil material on this pro-

ject, very accurate control of depth was possible because of the stability 

of the base. Data from the 55 test holes showed the average depth of 

trea.tment to be 6.2 inches. Plowing was begun at the center line and 

continued until furrows were left along the edge of treatment. 
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As soon as plowing was qompleted the cultivator and tiller continued 

dry mixing and the patrol grader with tilted blade ·trimmed the edge of 

the treatment and shaped the mixture to the.general outlines of the finish~ 

ed roadway. This operation is illustrated in Pliite IX (a). A uniform 

dry mix to a depth of six inches was usually obtained by the time the 

tiller l1ad completely covered the treatment, At this time the cllBracter 

of the m:Lx was checked by the trench method. In this manner streaks of 

cement or soil indicative of insufficient mixing Ylere readily observed and 

mixing was continued until these were eliminated. When dry mixing had been 

completed, a composite sample of about 15 po1.mds was taken for determina-. 

tion of moist1.~e, percentage of plus No. 4 material, and field moistt~e 

density curve. 

lidding Water 

Field moistm"e-density tests, like the labal"atory tests, were run on 

the minus No. 4 soil-cement mixtm"e and the optimum moistm·e required for 

maximum density was determined for the section of road being processed. 

By knowing the percentage moisture in the minus No. 4 soil-cement dry mix, 

the additional water required to bring this !lLi.::,.'tDJ."e to optiJilUl!l was readily 

calculated. However, it should bs remembered that the percentage of plus 

No. 4 material in the soil must be taken into account. Since the larger 

materie.l is relatively inactive in absorbing moisture a correction must 

I 
be made in the amount of water to be added to the total roadway soil which. 

eliminates the weight of thB.t part of soil which is plus No. 4 material. 

It was found by field experience that water added only on the basis of 
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I 
weight of minus No. 4 soil cement was insufficient whereas that added j 
considering the tot<,l soil to be minus No, 4 was in excess. For field 

practice a value about half way between the two was selected and final 

moisture checks made on specimens indicated that the moisture content 

was within l percent of the optimum in almost every case. 

Water was added to the dry mix by the use of two presnU'e distri-

butors with ll foot spray bars. Plate IX (b) shows the distributor in 

operation. One distributor held 2600 gallons, the other 2900 gallons. 

With these it was possible to add the required water at quite a rapid 

rate and still maintain uniform distribution, For the first days run 

the spray bars were not ezactly 11 feet and overlGpping ce.used a wet 

streak dowiJ. the center of the road. This was corrected by plugging some 

of the outside holes L11 the bars. The contractor had a .5000 gallon 

storage tank so arranged as to fill the distributors by gravity feed. 

This enabled the saving of considerable time in water distribution, In 

referring to Table VII it should be noted that rainy weather kept t.he 

·roadway soil at a fairly high moisture content during most of the con-

strLtction period and that higher temperah1res and dryer weather would_ 

have considerably increased the time required for water distribution, 

'P.et Mizing Om?rations 

Wet mixing started immediately after the first pass of the water c1is-

tributor. DtU'ing the time that the water was being·added the field culti-

vator was in operation. continuously to cut the water into the soil, remove 

compacted traclc.s of the distributors, and miz the water with the soil as 
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evenly as possible to a depth of 6 inches. The cultivator alone looked 

to be adequate for mixing the water into the soil, so the tiller was not 

used before the plow in the wet mix. Thus., a half hour to an hours time 

was saved and an even distribution of the water was obtained in the final 

wet mix., 

The remaining operations involved i.11 wet mixing were exactly the same 

as the dry mixing. After the cultivator came the plow to turn the mix 

' over and bring to the top any dry soil-cement mix. Once again, the patrol 

grader trimmed the edges and shaped the gracJ.e; and then the tiller and 

cultivator completed the mixing operations. As in the dry mixing opera-

tions, a uniform mi.xture of soil, cement and water was usually obtai.11ed 

by the time the rotary tiller had completely covered the treated roadway. 

One of the most difficu~t problems encountered in the road mix 

method is that of mixing adjacent to completed work, removal of header 

boards, and finishing of joints. At the end of each days run, the pro-

cessed roadway was squared off and 6" x 6" header boards were placed to 

prevent breakdovm of the treatment. To obtain a uniform mixture in front 

of the header and still provide an adequate turnaro1.md for equipment re-

quired some experimentation. The Portlend Cement Association recommended 

wasting the top 6 inches of fill material for 50 feet at the begiP.ning of 

the first days run, using this space for an equipment turnaround, and 

hauling back with scrapeJ7 from the end of processed section eompletely 

mixed material to fill this area prior to compaction. This procedure was 

adopted for the first tvm days of processing and then discarded for a 

much simpler methoc1,. Hauling back the mi.."'Ce~ material in. the scraper wa-s 



not only a very time-con,o.uming operation, but also was fmmd to be very 

wa.steful of material. The trips of the tractor and scraper oYer the grade 

caused surface compaction of some of the processed soil requiring addition-

al time to loosen it before sheeps-foot compaction. 

The procedure of mixing next to the header was changed on the third 

day of construction, For this, the tu:rnaround was built on the completed 

roadway with a platform of 211 x 1211 planks coyered with 2-5 inches of 

soil, This prevented any damage to the surface-of the previous construe-

tione A raw soil strip about 2 feet wide was left against the header board 

until the final stages of the mixing operation, but next to this a trench 

about 2 feet wide and 6 inches deep was dug vrhich perm:i.tted the m:b:ing 

equipment to get down to specified depth as close to the header e,s possible, 

'.'~ .. ~.J'~. ;fJ I "k'C, \1: .. d\o@ 

This t:J;Bnch was kept open by one man whose job it was to handle all construe-

t:i.on at the joints. Whenwet mixing was neetrly completed the raw soil 

next to the header was remov-ed with shov-els e.nd thrown ou:~ with the mixed 

soil. To this raw soil was added 5 sacks of cement which had been saved 

for this purpose a..'id mixing was accomplished by transver,se movement of the 

cultivator and tiller. The patrol grader was useCl~ to raturn the material 

to the adjacent end of the preceding section, the header boa~rds and cover 

platforms hav-lng been removede As soon as the cultivator had loosened all 

compaction-planes caused by the grader, compact:i.on could be started on 

the whole section, 

Cempaction af Soil-Cement-Water 1\rl:i.xture 

On this project,compaction'was obtained by the use of one double drum 

sheeps-foot roller with feet having an,area of 6 square inches. Plate IX 
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(c) shows the method of compaction wi'th the sheeps-foot roller. At first 

it was thoughtthat the unit pressures exerted by this roller were too 

p·eat when filled with water and the water was removed to tb.e half-way 

mark giving emit pressures of abou:t; 160 pounds per square inch. During 

the first few days processing the roller did not pack out satisfactorily, 

but it should be considered that the time for packing was sometimes 

necessarily reduced because of a desire to finif.h the processed section 

before dark and often b"<J the necessi1if of sealing the surface before too 

much rain entered into the mixttu"e• T~ater, when a bet·t,er organization was 

realized and clear days permitted more attention to be directed to com-

paction procedure, the roller drums were completely filled with water to 

give un:tt pressures of about 200 pounds per square inch, and the roller 

paclred out very satisfactorily, Table IX shows that actual roadway den-

sities were just as good at the beginning of the project-as near the end, 

Th:ts indicates that insufficient roll:t11g is no't wholly responsible for 

low test hole densitles as compared with specimen densit.ies and maximtl.TI! 

density from field test curves. 

Both rubber-tired and caterpillar type tractors were tested for use 

in pulling the sheeps-foot roller. It was found that when the rubber-

tired tractor was used alone the roller packed out much too fast because 

of surface compaction by the tires and good compaction was not obtained 

at the base of the treatment, On the other hand, the caterpillar tractor 

enabled good compaction at the base, but the roller would pack out only 

to a depth of about 2 :tnches from the sl.llC;fa.ce s:tnce the track cleats pre-

vented compaction of the surface, On several days runs the caterpillar 
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TABLE IX 

CO!v!P.ARISON OF MINUS NO. 4 SOIL-CEMENT DENSITIES 

Field Moisture Specimen Densities. Test Hole Densities 
Station No. Density Test Lowest Highest Lowest. Highest 

94-99 150.2 120.7 130 .. 3 
99-109 127 .E 114.7 133e8 
109-119 13le£: 124.1 127.3 118.2 150,3 
119-129 115.8 152,4. 
129-144 127.S 116.€ 124.4 119.0 124,0 
144-161 127 ,Z'k 123.6 124,0 117.2 l22e2 
161-165 124.4. 125.€ 125.7 129.0 
165-179 121.6 126.1 117.::: 126,0 
179-195 125.9 125.1 115,8 120.0 
195-208 126.1 122.0 126.2 112,0 122.2 
208-225 120,8 124,1 1oe.e 112,6 
223-255 119,0 120.e 

* Corrected density from moisture-density curve of total soil 
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tractor was used for preliminary packing and the rubber-tired tractor 

for final packing, but this proved to be of no particular advantage 

since the patrol grader compacted the surface 2 inches as well as the 

tractor and sheeps-foot"roller. Such complete packing out was not par-

ticularly desirable for the grader required a mulch to build his final 

grade, and at least one inch of mulch was essential to obtain a good 

svJ:-face after final rolling. 

Table IX compares the road densities and control densities. The 

determination of maximum density of the minus No, 4 soil-cement has 

been previously described, the field specimens were molded in the Proc-

tor cylinder from the total wet mix material inm1ediately preceding 

compaction, and the test holes were dug in the roadway the day following 

processing, Thus, both the specimens and the test holes invol-ved plus 

No, 4 material and the densities had to be corrected for the percentage 

of plus No. 4 J111lterial for comparison with optimum moistm·e-maximum 

density determinations. It was fotmd that only in a very few cases 

were the test hole corrected <lensities within the specified 5 pounds of 

the field maximum density determinations. Even when compared with the 

lowest specimen density for the same days run the cafference was often 

greater than 5 pounds. It was also noticed that the lowest specimen 

densities were always lower than the field ma:;c_imum densities and some-

·times more tllim 5 pouncis lower, Disregarding the fact that insufficient 

sheeps-foot compaction might haye been given to the roadway soil there 

are several other reasons for these diE:crepancies. If the moistt1Te in 

the wet mix was not exactly at optimum both specimen and test hole 
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d~nsities would be lower, however, in severa.l cases, moisture determina-

tions showed the wet mix to conta.in exactly optimmn moisture and densi-

ties were still low. In correcting both field and specimen total densi-

ties to minus No. 4 soil-cement density, the laboratory deter~ination of 

specific gravity of the plus No. 4 material was assumed to holo. true 

while the percentage of plus No. 4 material in the specimens was deter-

mined by a representative sample. Variations in either one of these 

factors could conSiderably change the corrected density, and such veri-

ations lUldoubtedly occured, Another factor worthY of consideration is 

the difference in density caused by the hydration of cement, Even 

though several of the field moisture-density curves were run delayed, 

that is by allowing one-half hour (to e.n hom') intervBl between each 

density determination at. an increased water content, the. total elapsed 

time during the test did not exceed fom· hocu·s, while the time after 

field dry mLcing 1.mtil completion of compaction averaged five to SL"'t 

hours. The fundamental assumption that the density of the minus No. 4 

soil-cement material when compacted alone should be compared with the 

density of the same llk'lterial when compacted in the presence of a rela-

tively large amotmt of plus No, 4 material i:o: very likely not strictly 

true. The average percentage of plus No. 4 material was 20,E as deter-

mined from test holes and in one section a percentage as high as 50 was 

not 1.mcommon. The differences between specimen densities and field maxi-

mum densities would indicate thEt the fine material could not be as well 

compacted when mixed with the ro.cl> even in a Proctor cylinder·. In the 

roadway where arching action of the rock was more likely to occur differ-

ences in density of the fine material would probably be even more pro-

nounced. 
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Perhaps a more valid. check on roadway densities is the comparison 

between total specimen densities and total test hole densities which is 

given in Table X. Of the thirteen stations at which specimens were 

molded and test holes bored, six showed differences in densities of over 

five potmds per cubic foot. For the nine stations at which the specimen 

densities were the greater, the average difference was only 6.B potmds 

per cubic foot and in only one case was th'l difference as great as 10 

pou11ds per cubic foot. This comparison is somevJhat in error bec<cuse the 

specimens molded from a composite Sc~ple taken at a given station wou~d 

not necessarily contain the same runount of plus Uo. 4 material as a test 

hole bored at any given spot a-t the same station. Nevertheless, the two 

do agree quite well and the indication is that, for the most part, as 

good eompaction as could be expected wa:; obtained. 

Shaping of Completed Ro2.dway 

As soon as the sheeps-foot roller had packed out a depth of about 

4 inches the patrol gTader started final shaping operations, including 

building the crown. Usually the grader and roller worked simultaneously 

for about three-quarters of an hour and then the gTacler completed final 

s}l_aping of the roadway which is illustrated in Plate IX (d). The time 

required for grading operations as shown in Table VII includes shaping 

during both wet and dry mixing, whieh has been mentioned, as well as 

the final shaping which by itself averaged about one hours wol·k. 

When the final shs.ping operations had been completed, it was possible 
' ' 

to prepare the road surf2.ce for final finishing. In order to prevent 

chipping or raveling due to compaction planes near the sm·face, cecusecl 
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TABLE X 

COMPARISON OF TOTl\..1 DENSITIES 

Station Specimen Densities Test Hole 
number Avere.ge of 2 Densities Difference 

' 
155 129.2 151,8 -2.6 
158 126.0 151,8 ~5e8 

149 152.5 125.8 6 • .5 
155 129.2 124.8 4.4 
162 131~3 152,5 -1.0 

170+50 132.8 125.8 9.0 
174+50 l-28oS 126,0 2~3 

184 l32e2 126.1 6.1 
190 131.,:::: 125.4 5.9 
195 131.,2 127.1 4.1 
205 127.7 128.5 -0.8 
212 127.7 116,2 7.8 
218 129.0 118.5 10,5 
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b.y grader whecels or the sheeps-foot roller, a loose tmiform mulch about 

1-1/2 il'lches deep was built with a spike-tooth drag followed by a broom 

dretg. See Plate X (a)$ During the first c1ays rtm a nail drag was used 

but proved to be impractical on this' project as the stones would lodge 

between the nails and leave ruts not filled in by the broom. The spike 

tooth c.1rag worked very well except in some cut sections of the natt.rral 

soil which were higher in clay content, In this heavier soil type an 
' 

implement with the teeth closer together wou.ld have been more usefu.l il1 

forming the mulch. 

Finishing Stu-face 

Four ctifferent procedures were tried out for finid1ing the surface 

.of the processeD. section$ Bec,s.use of the large amoLL11t of stone which 

was present it was quite difficult to obtail'l a smooth surface, hovrever, 

by experimentation a procedure was developed which produced a very 

accep'Gccble surface. On the first day of processing the contractor had 

only a small steel roller which was an attachment to the patroJ. gre.qer .. 

It was not possible to use this roller at all because it did not cover 

the treccks left by the grader wheels and these could,not be rolled out. 

Also, because of the small diameter, of the roller, cracks were left in 

the road surface due to shovil'lg, Consequently, on this first day the 

pneumatic roller was t,he only equipment used for rolling, Naturally, 

this roller would not press the stones il'lto the surface complete:!;;' and 

a very poor looking job was obtained. It was clear that before addition-

al processing could be done a tvl'o wheeled tandem roller must be available ll' 
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:PLATE X 

a • ~Dragging to remove surface compaction 
planes and produce a.mulch. 

b. Rolling with steel tandem roller. 
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On the second day of processing the mulch surface was first covered 

once with the pnNruatic roller• to lmi"t the sm·face in order to prevent 

shoveling, and picking up on the steel roller; second, rolled once with 

the steel roller beginning at the edge and rolling to center to press in 

the stones and give a smooth riding quality; and finally, rolled several 

times with -the pneumatic roller to remove any str3el roller marks t7hich 

might be preBen-t and to k.nit t.he fine material firmly around the sto11ese 

This method, however, was not entirely s&,tisfactocy as the steel roller 

cUd not completely eliminate the tire marks left by the pneumatic roller 

on the first pass., It was found ·while using this finishing procedure 

that steel rolling from the center of the road to the edge would elimiTIE.te 

to a great extent any roller creases anc1 did not injure the crown. After 

that, a1l steel rolling was done in such a way~ 

On the eighth day of processing, because of' dissatisfaction with pre-

vions surfaces, it was deciCted to use t.~1e smooth steel roller directly 

on the Slu·face mulch, followed by. the pnemnatic roller. Such a procedure 

gave a smooth0r sm·face than any which had been obtained., although qn 

this particular day some pickup dicl occLir because the rolling was done in 

a light, raL~e Plate X {b) shows the use of' the steel roller c1irectly on· 

the muleh0 The final rolling pr.oced.ure waS simply an extension of this 

method to include a second applicatiol1 of the, steel roller after the 

pnellm..'1tic roller hex1 }:nit; the surface stone in place"' Using the steel 

:colleT las-t se1"-ved to eliminate any small ridge::t Hhich mi.ght bave been 

left by the pnemr.atic roller and a yery acceptable surface was dotained0 

When using the ,steel roller fil .. s"t, great care was necessary to have the 
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surface mulch ver'J nearly at optimum moisture content. If the surface 

was too dry, cracking and shoving would occur and if it was too vmt the 

steel roller would pick up the material. It was sometimes necessary to 

give the roadway a light spray of water just before mulch-building opera-

tions, but this was only done when it was evident that the surface was 

much too dry. In general, it was found that less damage to the surface 

resulted if rolled slightly dry than if rolled slightlY wet. The finish-, 

ed surfaces on this project would in general have been much better had 

i'l; not been for the exceptional amount of rain falling during the con-

st~tction period. On five of the fifteen days of processing, it was 

raining while final rolling was being done. 

During final rolling operations certain conditions sometimes appear-

ed which were not evident in nd;'ing operations, These were all noticed in 

sections where surface grading had been done, thus introducing a larger 

percentage of top-soil into the roadway. In ~sp~ts where the surface had 

a high proportionof silt or very fine sand the stability was low. This 

condition was evidenced ~ the fact that the steel roller had a tendency 

to shove and leave check cracks in these places •. However, in most cases 

the pneumatic roller was able to seal these cracks ·and, furthermore, visual 

inspection the following day indicated that the cement had hardened nor-

mally in these spots. · Only exposure to weather conditions will show 

whether failure will occur sooner at these silty spots. Silty topsoil 

was also responsible for another condition which appeared during final 

rolling. In this case a layer of topsoil had been buried at a depth of 

8 to 12 inches and subsequently became saturated by the rains. When the 
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st~el roller passed over this section deep ruts and cracks were left in 

the road surface. Upon inspection it was found that these cracks ex

tended completely through the processed soil into the spongy material. 

below. Here it was necessary to remove all material down through the 

saturated topsoil, refill with borrow material and reprocess the section 

which ;vas about 100 feet long and 11 feet wide. 

Curing of Completed Surface 

The final stage of construction of the soil-cement roadway is curing. 

On this project the completed roadWay was covered with a protective ~er 

of straw on the day following processing. Throughout the seven day cur-

ing period the straw was kept damp by wetting do•vn with the water distri-

butor. .As soon as the soil-cement had cured, the straw cover was removed 

and the road was opened to traffic. The time required for covering is 
\~ 

not listed in Table VII since it varied a great deal depending upon the 

distance of haul from the straw stack to the project. However, the time 

to cover 1500 feet on favorable days was estimated at about three hours 

including 'the loading of the truck and the hauling. It was noticed that 

straw was a poor type of covering to use during the fall season since it 

was impossible to load and evenly distribute the straw on very windy days. 

For this reason, it was sometimes late afternoon before the processed 

roadway was covered whereas it should have been completely covered before 

noon. 

Summary and Suggestions 

A complete summary of construction irregularities is presented in 

Table X located at the end of Part II. 
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Table VII shows that the total time required for processing IOOO 

to 1500 feet was from 15 to 14 hours. In this time the cement was in 

contact with water over 7 hours before soil and cement were compacted. 

A question should be raised about the setting and hardening properties 

of the cement after being worked in the presence of water for such a 

time. Unquestionably the cement loses some of its strength during mix-

ing operations and direct correlation with laboratory durability specimen 

seems very dubious. Some study should be made of the effect of time.of 

mixing soil and cement with the durability of the specimens. 

Of the operations required in the road mix method of soil-cement 

construction it seems that only one might be eliminated. Although the 

plow is often a valuable implement in controlling depth of trea.tment, 

it may also be responsible for extending the treatment too deep. This 

was particularly true with the type of material encountered on the GTay-

ling project, where it was almost impossible to keep the depth of treat-

ment within the specified limits. Even on this project it is conceivable' 

that plowing might be eliminated if heavy duty rotary tillers were avail-

able. Without the plow, in some cases, such a uniform depth of treatment 

might not be obtained but there would not be the danger of going too 

deep and the elimination of this one operation would save at least two 

hours and probably more in a 1500 foot section. 

A procedure which is specified by the Portland Cement Association 

and which seems to be superflous is that of coverlL~g or rolling the pro-

cessed roadway before construction is completed in the event of a rain. 

This is true particularly in a rainy season such as was encountered on 
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this project. However, it is necessary to finish construction within 

12 to 15 hours after the cement is mixed with the soil, consequently if 

processing is not completed within this time the whole section is ruined. 

It may be said that rain will usually fall only for a short tim~ or con

tinue for such a time that once construction is stopped it is impossible 

to start again and complete operations within the allotted time. In the 

majority of cases not enough rain will falL to injure the soil-cement 

mix during a short shower. If the rain continues for some time it is 

better to continue const:i:'ulCtion, shortJning procedures wherever possible, 

in an attempt to complete processing rather than stop and lose the section 

by not being able to get back on it iq time. 
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TABLE X 

S~~y OF CONSTRUCTION IRREGULARITIES c/ " 

bate Stationing Weather Construction Irregularities Soil Irregularities 
Test Hole Densities 

- ' St.J.tion i Total_ -4SC . 

9-'24-41 90 to 94 Clear - a.m. No smooth rolling to punch in rock None. Soil of Fox 90+50 ll6.; 108.0 
Cloudy - p.m. due to lack of proper type of ~ sandy borrow. 92+00 ll0.8 105 .• 8 

roller. Material at Sta. 90 to 90+ 95+50 l38.3 13l.6 
50 mixed ahead and hauled back by 
scraper. Premature packing of East 
side of road by tractor and sorapen 
Sheepsfoot roller did not pack 
lower part of treatment. 

I 

V1 9-'29-41 94 to 99fl8 ·Partly cloudy Center of the road received too None. Soil of Fox 94+50 138.5 130.3 
1\) a.me much water due to overlapping of sandy borrow. 96+50 126.9 ]20$7 
I Partly cloudy spray bar on distributor. Some 98+00 128.0 223.0 I 

p.me piclcup occurred when rolled, Ma-
terial at Sta. 94 to 94+40 was 
mixed ahead and l1auled back by 

' tractor and scraper. Finishing: 
pneumatic, steel, the pneumatic 

- roller. 

10-l-41 99+18 to Partly cloudy None. Finishing: Pneumatic, steel, None. Soil of Fox 99+50 ll7.8 114.7 
- 108+88 a.m. then pneumatic roller. sandy borrow. 101+50 134.1 126.4 

Cloudy - p.m. 103+50 140.7 133.8 
105+50 130.2 124.0 

. 108+00 130.4 120.9 

10..;2-41 1.0!!+88 to Nair - a.m. None. Finishing: Pneumatic,steel, Soil of Fox sandy 108+95 1.33.0 l23.0 
ll8+82 Partl.y cloudy thenpneumatic rol.l.er. borrow. High in +4 1.1.0+50 131.2 122.2 

slight rain material. 1.1.2+50 12S.6 1.20.0 
during rollin~ 25 to 30% +4 ll4+50 128.6 1.1.8.2 
p.m. ll7+00 1137.5 ].30.,3 

·-~J 
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Date 

10-4-41 

10-6-41 

10-8-41 

Stationing 

ll8+82 to 
129+8 

129+8 to 
144+00 

144+00 to 
160+89 

, Weather 

Partly cloudy 
a om !II 
Showers - p.m. 

Fair - a.m. 
Cloudy to 
rain - p.m. 

Cloudy - a.m. 
Fair -p.m. 

Construction Irregulari-ties 

Rain began during wet mixing rais-
ing moisture content about;2% a~ 
optimum. Compaction time was con-
siderably shortened, Pneumatic 
rolling was done in heavy rain and 
the ,road surface was soupy. Steel 
roller removed tire marks but left 
some creases. Final pneumatic rol-
ling not done. It is estimated tha 
the cement was washed out of l/4 tc 
1/211 of the surface. 

Compaction time shortened because 
of impending rain. Both pneumatic 
and steel rolling was done in 
heavy rain leaving deep roller 
creases in the surface, Final pneu-
matic rolling was not done. Rain . 
lasted most of the !rl,ght and on 
the next morning the surface ·was 
not yet hard, Steel roller was 
used again in the morning to re-
move the deep roller marks. 

None 

Soil Irregularities 

Soil of Fox sandy 
borrow. Very high 
in +4 material, 25 
to 30% +4. 

Soil of Fox sandy 
borrow. 20 to .25% 
+4. 

' 

-

Soil of Fox sandy 
borrow. 

Test Hole Densities 
~Station Total -4SC 

ll9+00 132.0 121.0 
121+00 127.3 l ll8.7 
123+00 139.5 132.4 
126+00 126.0 ll5.8 
128+50 133.1 121.,3 

129+28 127.0 ll9.9 
13,3+00 131.8 123.9 
136+50 130.1 124.0 
138+00 -131.8 ll9.0 
142+00 130.7 121.2 

144+50 130.2 ll7.2 
149+00 125.8 ll8.5 
152+00 129.3 121.5 
155+00 124.8 ll8.6 
159+00 128.4 122.2 

' ; 
' 
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Date 

10-9-41 

10-10-41 

10-11-L.J. 

Stationing 

160+89 to 
165+39 

165+.39 to 
179+04 

179+04 ;!>o 
193+47 

Vi:taather 

Cloudy - a.m. 
Rain -·p,m. 

Partly cloudy 
a.m. 
Cloudy - p.m. 

Fair .... a. .. m& 
Partly cloudy 
p.me 

' 

Construction Irregularities 

Sheeps-foot roller packed out com-
pletely, Finishing: Steel roller 
used directly on mulch fol~owed by 
pneumatic to knit in the stones. 
Rain prevented finishing with 
steel: roller. 

Finishing: steel roller followed 
by pneumatic roller. 

Rubber tired tractor used to pull 
sheeps-foct. This seemed to cause 
premature packing and may have 
been partially responsible for 
low dens,ities. Finishing: steel 
roller, then pneumatic, followed 
by steel for final finishing. 

-

I Soil Irregularities Test,Hole Densities 
, Station Total -4SC 

Soil of Fox; sandy 161+00 132.2 129.0 
borrow. 162+00 132 • .3 126.6 

164+00 13.3.0 125.7 

Soil of Fox sandy 165+50 133.1 125.8 
borrow. 167+50. 129.5 126.0 

170+50 123.8 ll7.3 
174+50 126.0 123.8 
177+50 126.8 ll9.:? 

Strip of sandy clay 179+50 1:?-4.3 118.0 
about 10 ft. wide 182+00 17;2.8 ll6,2 
removed from center 185+00 126.1 120,0 
of road at sta. 192 190+00 125.4 118.7 
10 to 192+80. From 192+50 118.5 115.8 
l)ta. 192 to 193+50 
the roadbed was 
quite rich in top-
soil which apparent 
ly had , been pulled 
in from the shoul-
ders and did not 
come from bOl!'rowp!l; 
This material had a 
silty texture, did 
not pack out well; 
and formed surface 
cracks under the 
weight of the steel 
roller. 

?>."1 
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Date 

ll-15-41 

ll-16-41 

111-17-41 

I Stationing! 

1193+47 to 
208+33 

208+.33 to 
22.3+2Si 

223+25 to 
233+4.6 

' 

Weather 

Fair - a,m. 
Fair - p.m. 

Fair - a.m" 
Fair - p.m. 

Cloudy - a.m.. 
Cloudy te 
showers - p.llF 

Construction Irregularities 
Test Hole Densities 

Soil Irregularities! Station! Total J -4SC I 
None. Finishing: steel roller, then,Soil of Fox sandy 195+00 I 127.1 I 122.2 
pneumatic, then steel. borrow. 200+00 

205+00 

None. Sheeps-foot seemed to pack This soil was low in 209+00 
out in good shape. FinisP-ing: steel +4 material and in 212+00 
roller, then pneumatic, then steel. general had a silt- :218+00 

Sheeps-foot compaction appeaned 
to be good, Finishing: steel 
rolling follned by pneumatic. 
Final steel rolling could not 
be done since roller began to 
pick up the S"llrface which was 
wet by the rain. 

ier textc1re, On the 219+.30. 
left side of the 
road between sta. 
218+53 and 219+64 
it was found that 
the road had been 
laid on a subgrade 
of sat"llrated top--
soil. This preven-
ted packing. or rol-
ling of the sur:!Bce 
and waii therefore 
removea and patch-
ed later. 

During steel rolling 223+50 
it was noticed that 228+00 
several silty spots 232+00 
existed, A strip 
about p ft. wide in 
the center of the 
road from sta. "223+ 
!30 to 224+00 cracked 
considerably under 
the weight of the 
roller. 

121113 
128.; 

114.1 
ll6.2 
118.5 
115.6 

125.·5 
131.0 
125.9 

112.0 
118.8 

106,6 
·. 1I2.6 

llG.5 
111.3 

120.0 
123.8 
119.0 

;:,:l 
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Date 

1()..;20-41 

10-20-41 

10-21-41 

' '-

Stationing Weather 

Patch218+ Fair - aem~t 

5.3 to 21~ Fair - p.m. 

Approach to Fair 
sta. 246+50 

2.3.3+1,6 to Cloudy - a.m. 
249+44 Fair :- p..rn. 

I ' Test H2le Densities Construction Irregularities Soil Irregularities 
Station' Total • -4SC 

None. Fox sandy borrow. Not. tested. 

None, Fox sandy borrow. 246+50 126.4' 117.8 

None, Fox sandy borrow. Not tested, 

~~ 
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PART III 

CONDITION SURVEYS 

Part III contains a graphical 

presentation of the road surface 

after one winter of service, as 

well as a station to station des

cription of the road surface as 

it appeared upon visual observa-

tione 
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' . CONDITION SURVEYS 

Under normal conditions a soil-cement stabilized road surface will 

abrade under weathering and traffic. Consequently, it is necessary to 

treat the surface vdth some kind of a bituminous wearing coarse to pre-

serve the surface. The surface treatment is usual1y applied within a 

specified time after completion of the project. The Stockbridge pro-
' 

ject -was completed so late in the year that it was considered inad:vis-

able to treat the surface with any kind of a bituminous seal. Conse-

quently, the project has gone through one winter season without a seal 

coat _and with the exception of a few areas, has come through in fair 

condition considering the conditions 11nder which it was constrc<cted. 

Condition surveys have been made to ascertain the general condi-

tion of the project. The surveys consist af a detailed crack and sur-
:. 

face condition examination which has been plotted on specially prepared 

graph paper, and visual examination by the personnel of the Testing 

Division and by representatives ef the Portland Cement Associatien. 

Crack and Surface Condition SctFVey 

A detailed crack and surface condition survey was made on March 

24, 1942 by T. H. Thornburn and G. A· Ryan of the Research Division. 

The survey inc~uded the location by stations of all cracks, joints, 

and of rutted, pitted and raveled areas as well as other defects which 

were apparent. The condition survey vdll be found at the end of this 

report. The defects are designated by the following_legend. Surface 

rutting (SR), surface rutted ancl rough (SR-R), surface badly rutted 
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(SBR), surface badly rutted and rol~h (SBR-R), and edge raveling (ER). 

Conditiop Survey by Testing Division 

At the request of Mr. W, W, McLaughlin, Testing Engineer, Messrs. 

Rathfoot, Olmstead and Stokstad made a visual examination of the 

Stockbridge project on March 17, 1942• A report covering their find-

ings was submitted by Mr. 0. I,. Stokstad on March 18th. The report 

in full is as follows: 

Sta, 90 (P.O.B,) to Sta. 120 -

Structuxally the slab is in excellent condition~ 
of the joints between daily-runs need patching. 
has caused some surface abrasion. 

Some 
Traffic 

Fill settlement over the culvert at Sta, 114 is causing 
some slab weakening. 

Sta. 120 to Sta. 190 -

This section-is in good condition showing some local 
pitting and some raveling along the edge, General sur
face abrasion caused by traffic. Fill settlement at 
the ct1lvert Sta, 130 and peat swamp Sta. 131, has also 
caused some weakening of the soil cement. Some patching 
will be necessary. 

Sta. 190 to Sta. 198 -

This is the poorest section of the entire project. 
Chuck holes are forming in the slab which causes it 
to look like a gravel road ·without maintenance. The 
slab lacks the cracking characteristic of the best 
sections. 

Sta. 198 to Sta. 207 -

This section is_ in good condition wlth some pitting and 
slight raveling. Some patching will be necessary before 
applying a surface treatment. 
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Sta. 207 to Sta. 211 -

A poor section showing a tendency toward chuck hole 
formation. The resillting poor sitrface drainage pro
bably has a tendency to accelerate the destructive 
action of traffic. 

Sta. 211 to Sta. 223 -

Extensive pitting was observed in tris section resulting 
in a poor to fair surface condition as compared to the 
balance of the project• Considerable patching will be 
necessary before applying the bitcmd.nous surface treatment. 

Sta. 223 to Sta. 230 -

In good condition with slight tendency toward pitting . _ _.....-_ 
and edge raveling. 

Sta. 230 to Sta. 237 -

Edge failctres and pitting is common requ1r~g considerable 
patching before applying a weari1~ course. 

Sta. 237 to Sta. 249 (P.O.E.) -

The surface is in fai-r to good condition with some pitting 
which will require patching. 

Conclusions -

1. Of the 3 miles involved in this project 1/4 mile is 
definitely bad. 

2. There is no obvious·evidence of foundation weakness. 

3. The soil-cement has the appearance of being on the 
lean side with respect to cement content. 

4• Less failure would have resulted if this project 
could have been sealed last fall. On the other 
hand this is a research project and as such should 
be subjected to a severe test in order to uncover 
information useful in the design and construction 
of future soil-cement projects • 
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J 
Recommendations 

1. Obtain cores for -

a. Cement content tests. 
o, Freezing and thawing tests. 
c. Density tests. 

2. Make condition survey in order to have a map of the 
present slab with which to compare the constructipn 
record. The map to show -

a. cracks 
b. pits 
c. joints and thin condition 
d. disintegration 

. e. raveling 
f. chuck hole sections 
g. culvert fill settlements 
h. swamp fill settlements 
i. edge failures 

3. Patch and seal ~s soon as weather permits. 

Condition Surve;z: by Portland Cement Association: 

At the request of the Research Division the Portland Cement Associa-

tion made an er~mination of the Stockbridge project since their represen-

tative was present during construction operations. Their inspection was 

made by Messrs. J. 0. Granum·• and K. W. Shell on March 25, 1942. The 

report of their examination is presented in full as follows -

Section #1 Sta. 90+00 to 94+00 and intersection 
widening (9/25). Top S'LU'face has uniform shallow 
ravel. S-C in intersection wings medium hard. 
Ravelled fines accumulated along section edges. 
End joint ravelled 111 to 1-1/2". West edge S-C 
medium hard, 

Section #2 Sta. 94+00 to 9~rlS (9/29) 
Take off. joint very good with a few shallow ruts 
ravelled and general light surface ravel. End 
joint ravelled back 30 1 east side and 50 1 west 
side - depth 1/211 to 1". · 
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Section #3 Sta. 99+18 to 108+88 (10/1) 
Take off joint very good. General section improvement 
over #2. Spilce tooth harrow grooves show up. West 
side smoother - more rubber tired rolling. Stony end 
Joint,- low, ravelled, max. 211 on east. 

Section #4 - Sta, 108+88 to 118+88 (10/2) 
Whole section good. West 1/2 very good - steel rolled 
before rubber tired rolled. Center 1/3 shows spike 
tooth scars and has some shallow surface ravel, . Cul
vert Sta. 114 - fill on both sides has settled - S-C 
shattered and depressed. S-C bridging sho¥In. Sta. 
114+50 - low density area - ravel and short ruts. End 
joint fairly good but low edges. Back of end joint for 
150' + fill over swamp drawn slab edges show grade 
settlement. 

Section #5 Sta. 118+82 to 129+08 (10/4) 
Rain during finishing operations. General surface 
sha,llow ravel. Soil very stony. End joint better but 
low edges.and east 1/4 point. Applied straw cover two 
days after processing. West edge Sta. 121 shows side 
borrow soil in place for treatment instead of pit borrow. 

Section #6 Sta. 129+08 to 144+00 (10/6) 
Rain during finishing, Sheepfooted 1 hr. 5 min. Rubber 
tire rolled. before spilce tooth and broom. Settlement at 
Culvert Sta, .130 - broken S-C. Section built 6th, rain 
7th, covered 8th October, South hill slope shows some
what inferior S"-C with about 1 11 accumulated loose mater
ial on surface. Edges appear to be depressed just out
side 1/4 line. Apparently some existing soil in treat'
ment, Hiil top portion good. Balance of section like 
hill slope with some maximum 211 ruts and pocket ravel, 
End joint slightly low. 

Sectio~ #7 Sta. 144+00 to 160+89 (10/8) 
Sheepsfooted 1 hr. 15 min. Take off joint very good. 
Sta, 144+50 to 147+50 surface ravel - spill:e tooth scars. 
Balance of section light surface ravel with a few 2" to 
311 ravelled ±~uts, Section not bad, not good, 

Section ~8 Sta. 160+89 to 165+39 (10/9) 
Section best on project, Only section where all den
sities met specs. 
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Section #9 Sta. 165+39 to 179+05 (10/10) 
Generally fair section, Millner Road intersection shows 
side borrow soil. Sta. 176 to 178 many longitudinal cracks 
between edge and 4' to 6' in accompanied by small transverse 

. ·crack pattern. End joint low - east edge 311 low. 

Section #10 
Section #11 

Sta. 179+04 to i93+50 (10/11) 
Sta, 193+50 to.208+33 (10/15) 

Station 179+04 to 190+10 fairly good surface - few shallow 
ruts. Sta. 190+10 to 198+00 rough and 1-utted section. 
Denter roadwayS-Cis very'hard but spotty surface, Sheeps
foot marks snow where scaling has occurred. Construction 
notes show clay excavated during processing Sta. 192+10 to 
192+80 also that this section is natural roadway having no 
S&<d cushion or pit borrow. In generalS-Cis less· than 
medium hard. Areas of clay treatment show. Sta, 207-zero 
cut point west side, Soil to end joint dark, light on 
cement for good lUlrdening, Sta. 198 to 207 - S-C fairly 
good. 

Section #12 Sta. 20S+33 to 22.3+27 (10/16) 
Entire section heavy spike tooth scaling with practically no 
mulch developed. Edges show existing dark soil. Densities 
15# to 20# low. Construction patch west half 218+53 to 219+ 
64 O.K. S-C failed account saturated 11B11 silt loam subgrade. 
P~tched 10/20. 

Section #13 Sta. 223+27 to 2;33+46 (10/17) 
Generally good section, Sta. 231 - dark natural soil east 
edge 5'· Lew end joint- ea~ edge shows corner cracks. 

Section #lAo .East approach to Sta •. 246+50, 317 1 (10/20) 
Very good section, Rubber roller marks near east end, 
Good joints. 

Section #15 Sta, 233+46 to 249+44 (E.O,P.) (10/21) 
Station 233+46 to 234+50 - S-C shows numerous longitudinal 
cracks - 4 or 5 in a group on 411 centers,· Soft subgrade 
indicated - noted by- Treadwell, State Insp. East edge poor 
along east farm yard. s~c good to road cut and then some 
spotted ravelling on to north end vdth ravelling across 
north end joint, 
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Conclusions: 

It is our conclusion that about ninety per cent of the soil-

cement needs a 50 to 60 pound bituminous surfacing. The shattered 

soil-cement at ·culverts where grade settlement has caused disrup-

tions should be removed; the subgrade repaired and new soil-cement 

installed before Sttrfacing. The balance of the soil-cement will 

require a good leveling course, followed by the surfacing course. 
' 

Before application of the bituminous prime, the soil-cement 

should be thoroughly cle~Ded. This will require the use of a blade, 

a power sweeper, hand shovels and push brooms• 

In our opinion the causes· of the existing defects are as follows: 

1. New grade settlement a contributing factor. 

2. No variation in cement control to meet the 

needs of a peorer soil type. 

3. Contractor not properly equipped for length 

of sections construct.ed. 

4. Allowing less than specification densities. 

5. Not following proven surface finishing methods. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Since the purpose of this research project was to construct an 

experimental soil-cement stabilized road surface ~der regular contract 

procedure to determine the feasibility and economics of such type of 

road construction in Michigan a.~d to develop specifications for such 

construction, we feel that on the basis of the facts set forth herein, 

we have accomplished that purpose quite satisfactorily. The fact that 
' 

the road surface was not sealed soon after construction has proven to be 

helpful in that it has revealed certain weaknesses in this type of con-

struction which otherwise might have been overlooked. 

It is apparent that the contractor started the processing operation 

at a time when he should have been through and also that the contractor 

lacked sufficient equipment to properly handle the length of roadway pro-

cessed per day within the proper time limitations. These conditions were 

contributory to a great degree for. the unsatisfactory condition of the 

finished surface as witnessed this spring. 

Furthermore, it must be conceded that there was a certain amount of 

laxity on the part of the highway personnel in charge of the project in 

permitting the contractor to continue operations and permitting conditions 

to exist which were not conducive to the production of a good soil-cement 

stabilized surface. However, this laxity :may be expected throughout the 

state, especially on certai."l projects where weather, the time elemerrh and 

season of the year have a great bearing on the completion time.of the pro-

ject. Therefore it is not a surprise to expect that such conditions 

existed on this project. 
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Soil stabilization is not a stereotype construction process in which 

standards practiced will necessarily work for all soil types and conditions. 

Therefore, experience derived from other projects can only be used to a 

certain degree; from there on, it is purely experimental depending to a 

certain extent upon soil conditions, contractor's equipment, personnel and 

organization. 

It is evident that soil-cement stabilized surfaces must receive a suit-

able surface treatment soon after completion in order to be satisfactory. 

From a construction standpoint it has been proven that under proper 

control and construction procedure it is possible to construct soil-cement 

stabilization road surfaces in Michigan. However, before final _conclusions 

can be established it \vill be necessary to build many miles of such surfaces 

in Michigan in order to determine their ultimate reaction to traffic and 

weather conditions over a period of years. Otherwise, our present researcl1 

activities in this field will be of little value, 

The problem is one of economics in road construction, and the merits 

of soil-stabilization construction should be compared with other types of 

road surfaces in the same category. For example, let us compare the rela-

tive costs of this soil--cement project with a comparable oil aggregate 

project. Current prices for oil aggregate constructlon are as follows: 

511 clay gravel base course 55¢ per square yard, 4¢ per square yard for 

prime coat and 41¢ for oil aggregate surface, or a total of 78¢ per square 

yard for a finished oil aggregate surface. The ultimate cost of the 

Stockbridge soil-cement project, exclusive of repairs which would not 

have been necessary last fall, will be 51¢ per square yard for the base 

course plus 17¢ per square yard for a double seal bituminous treatment 

making a total cost of 68¢ per square yard of completed road surfaces. 
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A saving in this case of 10¢ per square yard. Unit prices naturally 

will· vary to a, certain extent in certain localities and with different 

contractors. 

' Final conclusions cannot be based on the fact that the two types of 

surfaces can be constructed for approximately the same cost per square 

yard, It is necessary to consider the relative economic life of the two 

surfaces. The economic life is the period during which they must be kept 

in service for their annual cost to reach the minimum. The annual cost 

includes such factors as annual return on the value invested, annual 

routine maintenance, annual administrative and operating costs, annual 

depreciation and annual cost of periodic repairs. 

It would seem then that the future of soil stabilized surface con-

struction in ~lichigan is a matter of policy to be defined by the admini-

stration. Two alternatives are suggested, either discourage this type 

of construction entirely or put on a suitable construction program in-

volving other t,ypes of construction in conjunction with soil stabilized · 

surfaces on the same projects for comparative study. The program should 

be of sUCh scope that the many irregularities which usually exist on the 

small experimental project will be eliminated. 

The three experimental projects which have been constructed in ~lichigan 

are of no value only in so far that they have proyen that Michigan soils 

are adaptable to stabilization by employing Portland cements or bitumin-

ous binders. Whether or not these stabilized surfaces will resist the 

effects of Michigan's climatic cenditions is another matter which can be 

determined only by actual experience over a period of years • 
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Appendix contains several 

views of the Stockbridge' soil-

cement stabilization project 

illustrating the typical surface 

characteristics prevalent through-

out the project. 
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